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mode where the daughter f state decays to a e+e or p+p pair, as well as the inclusive m+~ transi-
tions where the final Y state decays into hadrons. Properties of the m.~ system are analyzed. Searches
for the cascade decay f(3S)~~+m hI„h&~yq& and f(3S)~m. h& were also performed.

PACS number(s): 13.25.Gv, 14.40.Gx

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the energy levels of heavy quarkonia,
their widths and transition amplitudes, is a key tool for
modeling the interquark forces and thus provides the ex-
perimental basis for solving the theoretical problem of
calculating nonperturbative QCD processes [1]. The
spectroscopy of the bound bb states is particularly rich
because of the large number of bound states below the
open Aavor threshold, and in particular because of the
presence of the radial excitations of the spin singlet and
triplet S- and P wave -energy levels [2].

The energy levels of the triplet S- and P-wave bb states
and the electromagnetic and hadronic transitions be-
tween them have been studied by the ARGUS [3,4],
CLEO [5,6], Crystal Ball [7], and CUSB [8,10,9] Colla-
borations [11]. The radiative transitions, perhaps the
most easily described of these transitions, are dominated
by E1 photon emission, and therefore have widths which
vary (to lowest order) as I —

~ (f ~
r~ i ) ~

. Selection rules
dictate that there be a change of parity in such E1 de-
cays; consequently decays of the type Y(3S)—+Y(2S)y
are prohibited. In the absence of relativistic corrections,
once the wave functions are known, the widths of, e.g. ,
Y(3S)~yy&z(2P) should be immediately calculable.
Such decays have recently been studied by both the
CUSB [8,10] and the CLEO [6] Collaborations.

Of particular interest for exploring nonperturbative
QCD processes are the hadronic transitions between bb
bound states. These transitions are thought to occur by
the emission of at least two gluons, followed by their had-
ronization. Because of the relatively small mass
difference, these gluons are soft and cannot be handled by
the perturbative approach to QCD. However, Gottfried
[12] suggested that the gluon can be treated in the con-
text of a multipole expansion in k.r of the color 6eld,
where k is the gluon momentum and r its position vector;
such an approach should be valid for k.r &&1. For the
decay Y(3S)—+Y(2S)+X, (k r ) is of the order of 0.35.
The transitions g'~nag and Y(2S)~em Y(1S) have
been observed both in the charged and neutral n. modes
by several groups (see [11] for references) and the nm

mass distribution was found to peak at high mass values.
Several authors [13—15] used Gottfried's suggestion and,
applying partial conservation of the axial current
(PCAC), calculated the partial widths for transitions be-
tween ee as well as between bb states with mm or g emis-
sion. The spectrum of the invariant mw mass was also
calculated in a variety of ways [14—20]; this consistently
led to a characteristic peaking of dipion mass at high
values, in accord with the available g'~mng data, and
confirmed later in the Y(2S)~mm Y(1S) transitions. The
Y(3S)~me Y(1S) and Y(3S)~mmY(2S) transitions have
also been observed in the m. +m. mode [5,9) as well as in

the mn. .mode [8,9], but the cram. ass distribution in the
Y(3S)~m.+~ Y(1S) decay [5,9] shows a double bump
behavior that disagrees with those predictions. Several
unsuccessful theoretical attempts have been made to
remedy this discrepancy by taking into account the
known em final state interaction [21], or by introducing
mm and/or Yn resonances [16,22]. Lipkin and Tuan [23]
suggested that the peculiar behavior of the m.m invariant
mass distribution in the Y(3S)—+urn Y(1S) transition is
due to coupling to intermediate BB* states, and Moxhay
[24] showed that a generic, constant complex amplitude,
presumably coupling to virtual BB' states and interfering
with the multipole expansion amplitude, could indeed
reproduce the experimental n.m mass distribution avail-
able at that time.

Zhou and Kuang [25] have performed detailed calcula-
tions of the hadronic transitions among triplet S-wave
heavy quarkonia, with emission of two pions, taking into
account coupled channels effects. In doing so they have
written explicitly the amplitude due to intermediate
BB*+BB'states. If the B*'s are triplet S-wave (bq)
states, this is the decay mechanism proposed by Lipkin
and Tuan [23] and proportional to (ki k2), the dot prod-
uct of the momenta of the two pions. If the 8*'s are
P-wave (bq) states the amplitude is constant and is con-
sistent with the one used by Moxhay [24]. Zhou and
Kuang use the successful unitary quark model [26], the
quark pair creation mechanism of Le Yaouanc et al. [27]
and a well tested nonrelativistic potential shape to write
an amplitude with no arbitrary constants, except the
magnitude and phase of the multipole expansion term,
that they obtain from experiment, fitting dl /dm for
the g'~gmn transition [4]. Their model predicts irir de-
cay rates larger than those calculated by Kuang and Yan
[13] and in closer agreement with the experimental ones.
It also successfully predicts tiny differences between the
shapes of d I /dm for the g'~germ and the
Y(2S)~Y(lS)nn. However, according to their model,
the term in the amplitude due to the BB'+BB* inter-
mediate states turns out to be at least one order of magni-
tude smaller than the multipole expansion term and thus
inconsistent both with the experimental m distribution
in Y(3S)~Y(1S)inr decay and with Moxhay's interpre-
tation of the low m„bump effect. Zhou and Kuang also
show that using the Cornell coupled channel model [28],
the effect of the 88'+88* intermediate state would be
even smaller. %'e report here new, higher statistics mea-
surements of the decay branching fractions of the
Y(3S)~m.m Y(1S/2S) transitions and their sr~ mass dis-
tributions in both the ~ m and m+m modes. We have
also similarly analyzed the Y(2S)~m+n Y(1S) transi-
tion. Isospin conservation, after taking phase space
differences into account, precisely relates the branching
fractions of the ~++ and m m. modes in these transi-
tions.
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The final states containing a sr+a pair and those con-
taining a m m. pair require analysis procedures that are
very different and largely independent; they rely mostly
on different components of the CLEO II detector and are
subject to different systematic errors and bias. The
analysis involving m ~ pairs is largely based on informa-
tion extracted from the CsI electromagnetic shower
detector and uses only events with the daughter Y decay-
ing in a e+e or p+p pair ("exclusive" analysis). The
CLEO II tracking devices provide most of the informa-
tion needed for the analysis of the final states involving
m+m. pairs. This analysis consists of an "exclusive"
analysis, as above, and an analysis that uses the more
copious, higher multiplicity, daughter Y decay modes
("inclusive" analysis). The two analyses based respective-

ly on ~ m and ~+a pairs, because of their complexity,
thus warrant separate descriptions. On the other hand,
because of their complementarity, they support each oth-
er and, in a final section, we draw common conclusions
and compare our results with previous ones.

In the bottomonium system, according to present mod-

els, several other states must exist and their observation is

necessary to complete the heavy quark picture. Among
them is the 'P&, designated as hb. We report here a
search for the transition Y(3S)~n+m hb

.and give an

upper limit for the corresponding decay branching ratio.
Because of the complexity of this paper, it is appropri-

ate to give here a table of contents that begins with the
next section.

II. Data Sample and the CLEO II Detector
III. Transitions to Final States with m m Pairs

A. The Y(3S)—+n n Y(1S/2S) branching ratios
B. The m m invariant mass distribution in the

Y(3S)~n mY(1S/2.S) transitions
C. Search for Y(3S)~nhb.

IV. Transitions to Final States with ~+m. Pairs
A. Exclusive event selection
B. Inclusive event selection
C. The Y(3S)-+m+m Y(1S}transition: exclusive

and inclusive analyses, m+m mass distribution
D. Same for Y(3S) +n+n Y(—2S) . transition
E. Same for Y(2S)~n.+m. Y(1S) transition
F. Determination of the relative branching ratios

for the Y(3S)~Y(2S}hadronic and elec-
tromagnetic transitions, from scanning
Y(2S) +n+nY(1S) —events.

G. Search for the hb

H. Angular distribution analysis
I. Evaluation of systematic errors

V. Discussion and Comparison of Results

II. DATA SAMPLE AND THE CLEO II DETECTOR

We use the CLEO II detector [29] at the Cornell Elec-
tron Storage Ring (CESR) to observe the decays of the
Y(3S) produced in e+e annihilation. The data sample
consists of 130 pb ' of integrated luminosity taken near
the peak of the Y(3S) resonance. The number of Y(3S)
resonant decays produced in this sample is N(P
= (465+31)X 10 .

Charged particles are tracked in a 1.5 Tesla magnetic

field through three concentric cylindrical drift chambers
covering 94%%uo of the solid angle. The innermost chamber
is a six-layer straw tube vertex detector of inner radius
4.5 cm with 95 p, m position accuracy in the r Pp-lane. It
is followed by a ten-layer pressurized inner drift chamber
vertex detector with a position accuracy of 100 pm in
r P -The main cylindrical drift chamber [30] contains 51
anode layers, 11 of which are strung at angles of 1.9' to
3.5' to the z axis. It has a position accuracy of 120 pm in
r Pan-d dE/dx resolution (measured on Bhabha scatter-
ing events) of 6.5% for particle identification. The outer
radius of the main drift chamber is 1 m. Cathode layers
are located at the inner and outer radii of the ten-layer
inner drift chamber, and at the inner and outer radii of
the main drift chamber. Time-of-Aight counters with 160
ps resolution are located outside the drift chambers.

Photon and m detection as well as electron
identification use the CsI electromagnetic shower detec-
tor [31]. It consists of 7800 CsI(T1) crystals between the
time-of-Aight counters and the superconducting magnet
coil in the barrel region and, in the forward regions, be-
tween the drift chamber plates and the magnet pole
pieces, altogether covering 95% of the solid angle. Each
barrel crystal is 30 cm (16.2 radiation lengths) long and
roughly trapezoidal in shape, tapering to 5 X 5 cm on the
end toward the interaction region; they point approxi-
mately toward the interaction region. The endcap crys-
tals are rectangular parallelepipeds of approximately the
same size as the barrel crystals, with their axes parallel to
the beam direction. The material in the drift chamber
endplates, electronics, and cables degrades the perfor-
mance of the calorimeter in the endcaps, especially at the
two ends of the barrel region. Because of that, in some
critical cases we limit our acceptance to the "good bar-
rel" region of the calorimeter covering the angular region
~cos8~ (0.707. The energy calibration [6] makes use of
Bhabha scattering and radiative Bhabhas as well as
e+e ~yy reactions and m ~yy decays. For the low
multiplicity final states, the energy resolution in the
"good barrel" portion of the calorimeter varies from
3.7% at 100 MeV to 1.2% at 5 GeV.

Muons are identified by their penetration in the three
36 cm thick slabs of iron that surround the superconduct-
ing coil in an octagonal geometry, and in the iron pole
pieces of the magnet. The detection [32] is provided by
three superlayers of counters, one after each slab of iron,
and a superlayer on each endcap. Each superlayer con-
sists of three layers of "plastic streamer tubes, " operated
in the proportional mode.

In order to estimate detection efficiencies for the reac-
tions studied, we generate Monte Carlo events in the
desired channels using the JETSET 7.3 package. The
events are then processed through a GEANT-based [33]
CLEO II simulation package and reconstructed and ana-
lyzed as real data.

III. THE m m ANALYSIS

A. T( 3S)~~ ~ Y{1S/2S) transitions

We study the following transitions in the exclusive
mode where the daughter f states decay into 1+I lep-
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ton pairs (I represents either an e or a p):

Y(3S)~Y(2S)m m

Y(2S) I+ I

Y(3$)~Y(1S)mono

Y(1S)~/+/
(2)

We select events with Y(1S/2S)~/+I decays by re-
quiring two oppositely charged lepton tracks, each with
momentum ~pi~ )4.0 GeV. The electron channel events
are triggered through the trigger lines designed for
Bhabha events. These lines are heavily prescaled in the
endcap region. In order to avoid these regions, we re-
quire that each electron be within the fiducial region of
the barrel time-of-liight counters (~cos81 ~

&0.707, where

8t is the angle of either lepton to the beam axis). In what
follows, we apply the same angular cut for the muon
channel as well.

The lepton tracks must form an opening angle greater
than 170'. Electrons are identified by requiring that the
track ionization be consistent with the electron hy-
pothesis, that an electromagnetic shower be associated
with the track, and that the ratio E/p between the
shower energy and the magnitude of the track momen-
tum measured in the central detector be close to 1, within
momentum dependent limits derived from the respective
resolutions. Muons are identified by requiring that the
track be associated with a "shower" of energy consistent
with a minimum ionizing track (100 to 400 MeV) and
that they penetrate at least three nuclear absorption
lengths of the iron absorber.

To select ~ ~ transitions, we require that there be at
least four photon showers in the CsI calorimeter, and
that each m have at least one photon shower in the
"good barrel" portion of the calorimeter (~cos8~ & 0.707).
Showers are considered to be photon candidates if they
have an energy greater than 30 MeV and if they have the
narrow lateral energy distribution characteristic of an
isolated electromagnetic shower. As a measure of this la-
teral energy distribution, we use the fraction of the ener-

gy deposited in the central 3X3 matrix of crystals rela-
tive to the central 5 X 5 matrix of crystals.

These photons can be paired in different ways to make
two ~ 's. A photon pair is considered to be a ~ candi-
date if the invariant mass is within 30 MeV of the known
m mass. In order to determine the goodness of a pairing,
the mass of one pair of photons is plotted against that of
the other pair. We take the best pairing to be the one
with the minimum Cartesian distance between the point
given by the masses of the two photon pairs and the point
corresponding to two ~ 's of nominal mass. The pairs of
photons are kinematically fitted to the known m. mass if
they make a mass combination within 2.58 o. of the m

mass (where tr, the m. mass resolution, is about 5 MeV
but depends on the energies of the photons and their lo-
cations in the detector). We define m (~~), the missing
mass of the ~~ system, as

and

Y(3S)~Y(2S)+"undetected",

Y(2S}~Y(1S)n m

Y( 1S)~1+I

where the photons or very low energy charged pions
("undetected" ) from one of the transitions are either un-
detected or not used in the analysis. The cluster at
m (m m. )=m{Y(2S)}and m(/+I )=m(Y(1S)) is due
to the cascade decay (4} and the one at m (m n }-9.80
GeV is due to the Y(2S}~Y(1S}m no transition in cas-
cade decay (5), where m (m n. ) has been miscalculated
by taking the Y(3S) as the initial state. By selecting
events with no additional photon showers or charged
tracks, we have verified that these two additional regions
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where Eb is the beam energy and E+ and p+ are the mea-

sured energies and momenta of the two pions. In Fig. 1

we plot the I+I invariant mass m(1+I ) vs m (m m ).
Clean signals are evident at the masses of the Y(lS)
(9A60 GeV) and Y(2S) (10.023 GeV). The rect-
angular shape of the signal regions is due to the vastly su-
perior resolution in m (n m ) A. clustering of points can
also be seen in the band m(/+I )-m(Y(1S)) at
m in. m )-m{Y(2S)}and -9.80 GeV. These are due,
respectively, to the cascade reactions

Y(3S)—+Y(2S)m n

Y(2S)~Y(1S)+"undetected",

Y(1S)-+/+I

m (~~)=Q(2E„Ei
—E~—)' —(p.i+—p~) (3)

FIG. 1. Plot of the dilepton invariant mass [m (/+/ }j vs the
missing mass of the m. m system (m (m ~ )). The dashed boxes
show the signal regions.
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become much less populated. Most of the few remaining
background points in Fig. 1 are due to mispairing of pho-
ton showers from the cascade reactions above.

We select Y(3S)~rr m Y(2S) decays by counting
events in the region 9.7 & m (l+l ) & 11.4 GeV,
9.99&m (a vr ) &10.06 GeV as shown in Fig. 1. Simi-

larly, we select Y(3S)~rr rr Y(1S) decay by counting
events in the region 8.5 & m (I+ I ) & 9.8 GeV,
9.40&m (vr ir ) &9.52 GeV. The m (vr 7r") distribu-
tions in the region 9.7&m (l+l ) &11.4 GeV and in the
region 8.5 &m(l+l ) &9.8 GeV are shown in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b), respectively. We estimate the small background
under the peaks of the individual and combined electron
and muon sample in the following way. For the
Y(3S)~~ rr Y(1S) transition we fit the m,„(m~ ) distri-
bution with a skewed Gaussian for the signal and a linear
background in the region 9.30&m (ir ~")&9.70 GeV.
For the Y(3S)~n. ir Y(2S) transition, we fit the signal
with a symmetric Gaussian and a linear background in
the region 9.90&m (ir ir ) &10.10 GeV. The results of
the fits are given in Table I and shown in Fig. 2 for the
combined electron and muon sample. The combined
branching ratio is the weighted average of the results
from the electron and muon channels.

In order to estimate detection efficiencies for the reac-
tions studied, Monte Carlo Y(3S)~~ rr Y(1S/2S)
events are generated with a (1+cos 8l*) (where 8i is the
angle either lepton makes with the beam direction in the
rest frame of the daughter Y state) distribution assumed
for the lepton pair [as expected if the dipion system car-
ries away no angular momentum and consistent with
ARGUS [34] measurements for Y(2S)~sr ~ Y(1S)].
The events are then processed through a GEANT-based
CLEO II simulation package and reconstructed and ana-
lyzed as real data. There is good agreement between data
and Monte Carlo simulation in the m mass resolution,
the dilepton invariant mass resolution, the ~ momentum
spectrum, the photon energy spectrum, and the vr ~
recoil mass resolution. The trigger efficiency for e ' e

channe1 events is nearly 100%%uo because these events satis-
fy the Bhabha trigger settings which are designed to have
very high efficiency. %e estimate the p+p channel
trigger efficiency by studying the observed Bhabha and
dimoun cross sections in e e ~l / events. %e cal-
culate the e6'ect of the additional photons in the event in
enhancing the p p channel trigger efficiency and obtain
a value (82+1)% for Y(3S)~ir ir Y(lS) ir ir p+p
and (80~2)% for Y(3S)~w"~ (2S)~rr ~ p+p . The
slightly lower efficiency in the Y(2S) case is because of

30
- (a) T(3S) = T(ZS) ~.~.

m(L L )& 9.7GeV

20—

)
0 0 , i i in I i in i

- (b) T(3s) = T(l s) m. o~o~ 24

m(f f )(9.8GeV

nl nnnnRn nflj

r (~s) -z(2.s)~.~.
T(2s) —T(is)+x

l6—
T(ss)- T(2s)+x

I

v(as)-z(is)~. ~.

0, ".4. i-. .-.—;0;„air„(J,9nli
„

9.25 9.50 9.75 IO 00
rn (m'vr )(GeV)

I 0.25

FIG. 2. Missing mass m ( m ~ ) distributions for (a)
Y(3 S)~air Y(2S.) [m (l+l ))9.7 GeV], and (b)

Y(3S) ir ir Y(1S) [m (l+l ) &9.8 GeV]. The curves over-
layed on the histograms are the fits to the signal and back-
ground as described in the text ~

where Npis', the number of resonant Y(3S) produced, has
been previously given and X, , and the Monte Carlo
efficiencies e„&are shown in Table I. %e use the follow-
ing values [11]for the leptonic decay branching ratios of
the daughter Y states:

8(Y(1S)~l+l )=2%(Y(1S)~p, p )=(4.96+0. 12)%

the lower energy of the additional photons. The
efficiencies reported in Table I include these trigger
efficiencies.

The branching ratios for reactions (1) and (2) are calcu-
lated as follows:

(X, , /e„q )

$(Y(3S)~ir m Y(nS) ) =
X(s' X9(Y( nS) ~ l l )

TABLE I. Branching ratios for exclusive Y(3S)~~ m Y(1S/2S) decays in which Y(1S/2S)~l l is reconstructed.

Decay

Y(3S) ~ 77. Y(1S)

Mode

]M P
e e
I 'I

Yield

24.9+5. 1

31.6+ 5.9

Eff. (Vo)

11.9+0.4
12.4+0.4

Branching ratio {%%uo)

1.82+0.38+0.16+0.04
2.21+0.42+0.20+0.05
1.99+0.28+0. 18+0.05

Y(3S)~7l. ~ Y(2S) P, fL

e'e
l+1

25.7+5. 1

15.5+ 4.4
11.9+0.4
11.8+0.4

3.53+0.71+0.39+0.57
2.15+0.62+0.22+0. 35
2.75+0.47+0.29+0.44
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$(Y(2S)~l+l ) =2%(Y(2S)~p+p, )

=(2.62+0.42)% .

In Table I, the first error in the branching ratios is statis-
tical, the second is the systematic error from this
analysis. The third error is due to the uncertainty in the
leptonic decay branching ratios of Y(2S) and Y(1S).

(6)

2.4

0
l. 6

E 0.8

I I I
l

I I I
l

I I I

Equation 6
---- Bela ng et Model
---. Moxhay Model

(a)

B. The m ~ invariant mass spectra

Since the background under the narrow Y(1S/2S)
peaks is small, we obtain the m m. invariant mass distri-
butions for the two transitions by selecting the events in
the respective regions of the m (I+1 ) vs m (m n ) plot
as shown in Fig. 1. The detection efficiency, obtained
from the Monte Carlo simulation, is largely independent
of m(Ir n. ).

The e%ciency corrected ~ ~ invariant mass spectra
for the transitions Y(3S)—+Ir Ir Y(1S) and Y(3S)

mY(2. S) are shown in Fig. 3 [35]. The dipion spec-
trum for Y(3S) ~m. Ir Y(1S) decay is consistent with the
peculiar double peak structure observed in charged pion
transitions. Also the spectrum for the
Y(3S)~n. Ir Y(2S) decay agrees with that of the charged
pion transition in showing the high mass enhancement
consistent with the multipole expansion model.

We fit the m (mn) di.stributions to three representa-
tive models and give the results in Fig. 3. The continuous
line is the best fit to the simple expression [14—20]

the dashed line is the fit to the Belanger et al. model [21],
and the dot-dashed line to the Moxhay model [24].

In the Y(3S)—+Ir Ir Y(1S) decay, the excess in the low
mass region produces a poor fit to Eq. (6) [y /(degrees of
freedom) =24/9]. Belanger et al. [21] took into account
the m.m. S-wave final state interaction but that does not
produce a low mass peak either [y /(degrees of free-
dom)=22/9]. Moxhay [24] proposed a simple parame-
trization of the possible effect of intermediate BB*,B*8
states [23] by adding a constant, complex term to the
Belanger et al. amplitude, according to the equation:

dr . . . , d(xps)
(7)

C. Search for T(3S)—+m. hb

An inclusive search is performed for the decay
Y(3S)~n hb —+hadrons. This decay should result in a
monochromatic m. . In Fig. 4, we plot the mass of
a single greco.iling against the Y(3S), (i.e.,
QM f(3s) F,—p, ). For an hb mass at the spin-

weighted average of the yb triplet, we should see a signal
at 9.9 GeV in this plot. We fit the data points to a
smooth background and a Gaussian signal shape with the

70xIO I I I
l

I I I I
i

I I I I
l

I I I I

where F(m ) is the amplitude of Belanger et gl. As
shown in Fig. 3, this model gives an acceptable fit (y2/de-
grees of freedom) =6.4/7) of the num. ass distributions,
with parameters Re(B/A)=0. 12+0.02 and Im(8/A)
=0.26+0.02.

The dipion invariant mass spectrum for the
Y(3S)—+Ir Ir Y(2S) transition agrees with the multipole
expansion model prediction of peaking only at high mass

[y /degrees of freedom)=4. 1/9]. The other two models
give very similar distributions.
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FIG. 3. Efficiency corrected dipion invariant mass m(m m )
spectra for (a) Y(3S)~m. m. Y(1S) and (b) Y(3S)~m n. Y(2S).

FIG. 4. Search for Y(3S)~m. h&. The solid line is a 6t to the
data points.
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mean fixed at the expected value and the width fixed to
the m mass resolution (6 MeV) and obtain a yield of—275+270. We vary the mean of the Gaussian between
9.89 GeV and 9.91 GeV in steps of 1 MeV in order to
scan for the hb and see that the yield is consistently
around —250+250. The m finding eSciency in an ha-
dronic environment is 35%. The 90% confidence level
upper limit on the branching ratio %(Y(3S)~sr hb ) cal-
culated from these numbers is 0.27%%uo.

O. t 2—

0.08—

I I I
I

I I I
I

I I I
I

IV. THE m+m ANALYSIS

T(3s) = ~+~ T(~s)
7'(2s) = ~ ~ T(is)
T(3s) =~ ~ T(2s)
Efficiency Function
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FIG. 5. Observed pion momentum spectra for
Y(3S)~m.+~ Y(1S), Y(3S)~~+a. Y(2S), and Y(2S)

(1S) candidates (track count is shown with the scale on
the left). The dependence of charged particle detection
eSciency on particle momentum is also shown (with scale on
the right).

We study the following transitions in the exclusive
mode where the daughter f state decays to e+e or
p+ p pairs and in the inclusive mode where the
daughter Y state decays hadronically:

(1) Y(3S)~m+~ Y(1S).
(2) Y(3S)~m+m. Y(2S).
(3) Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X,Y(2S)~m+nY. (1S.),

where we assume X is either vr+m, ~ ~, or yy.
The observed momentum spectra of the charged pions

is shown in Fig. 5. Because of the broad range of momen-
ta covered, cuts are tailored for each transition, separate-
ly for the exclusive and inclusive modes, in order to max-
imize the sensitivity in each transition. The average mea-
sured distance of closest approach to the beam axis
(DOCA) increases with decreasing pion momentum and
we must use momentum dependent DOCA cuts.

Each m+m missing mass distribution from the data
and Monte Carlo simulation is fit with a Gaussian distri-
bution for the signal and a third-order polynomial for the

0.04—

0,
0.270

I i i i I )

0.290 0.3 I0
rn(m. vr )(GeV)

0.330

FIG. 6. Scatter plot of charged pion momentum vs m. +sr in-
variant mass (two entries per event) for Y(3S) ~~+a. Y(2S)
using our Monte Carlo generator for this process.

A. Exclusive event selection

Only the Y(1S,2S)~e+e,p p decays are con-
sidered here. Candidate exclusive events are therefore

background. The signals are also fit with asymmetric
Gaussians to test the sensitivity of the area measurement
to a different signal shape. The sensitivity of the area
measurement to changes in background shape is tested by
varying the extent of the fitting region. The variations in
area measurement from different signal shapes and back-
ground shapes are incorporated into the systematic un-
certainty. The accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation is
checked by studying the consistency between the data
and Monte Carlo in the observables of these decays such
as missing mass resolutions, decay angle distributions,
and charged pion momentum spectra.

The distributions of the sr+~ missing mass for each
dipion invariant mass bin are fit (with mean and width of
the signal function fixed according to the values obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations). This provides the a+~
invariant mass distribution for each transition. The
Monte Carlo simulation is used to determine the dipion
efficiency as a function of invariant mass. A phase space
distribution of pion momentum versus dipion invariant
mass shows that the greatest momentum spread occurs at
the central value of invariant mass, as shown in Fig. 6.
The efficiency functions are fairly symmetric about the
central value and are smoothed by making a fit assuming
an a+bx dependence on the invariant mass. The in-
variant mass distributions from data are corrected using
efficiencies from the fitting function.
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selected by requiring two oppositely charged tracks, each
with momentum ~p ~

)3.5 GeV and 2 to 5 charged tracks
with ~p~ &750 MeV. The low momentum tracks are as-
sumed to be charged pions and are required to have
specific ionization in the main drift chamber within 3
standard deviations (o ) of that expected for a pion. Each
lepton is required to be within the fiducial region of the
barrel time-of-flight counters (~cos81 ~

&0.7, where 8I is

the angle of either lepton with respect to the beam axis).
Figure 7(a) shows the exclusive dipion missing mass

distribution. Bhabha events with a converted radiated
photon are the primary source of background. Figure 7(b)
shows the m+m missing mass spectrum with basic cuts
applied to try to eliminate the large background (the an-

gle between the direction of the dipion system and the
nearest lepton is required to be greater than 0.1 radian;
the quadratic sum of the DOCA of the pions must be less
than 2 cm). The Y(2S)~n+n Y(1S) mass peak is shift-
ed from the Y(lS) mass by the mass difference between
the Y(3S) and Y(2S), about 330 MeV, since the assump-
tion that these pions are direct decay products of the
Y(3S) is incorrect.

As we discussed in Sec. III A we expect a (1+cos 8&*)

distribution with respect to the beam axis for the lepton
pair from the decay of Y(1S}and Y(2S) if the dipion sys-

tem carries away no angular momentum. Using the
Y(3S)~m+nY(1S) .missing mass as a tag of events with

leptons from the Y(1S), this cos8I* dependence can be

verified as shown in Fig. 8. The fit confirms the assump-
tion that the leptons have a (1+cos 8&' } distribution with

a 65% confidence level, consistent with the expectation
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FIG. 8. Uncorrected cos8I distribution of e+e and p+p
pairs from the Y(1S) from Y(3S)~m+m 'f(1S) decays. The
curve shows the fit from a (1+cos'8I ) distribution; events un-

der the dashed line are excluded from the fit and the analysis.

that the daughter Y(1S) retains the polarization of the
parent Y(3S) along the beam axis. Monte Carlo studies
indicate that the lepton finding eSciency is Bat in the re-
gion 0 0 &

l
cos8~'

I
& 0 7.

B. Inclusive event selection
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FIG. 7. (a) Exclusive m+m missing mass. (b) Exclusive
m n. missing mass with cuts applied to eliminate converted
photons and radiative Bhabha events.

Events in the inclusive analysis are required to pass ha-
dronic selection criteria [36], and must not be consistent
with events used in the exclusive analysis. Each candi-
date transition pion must have momentum less than 750
MeV and specific ionization in the main drift chamber
within 30. of that expected for a pion. We further require
these charged tracks to trace back to within 7 cm of the
center of the detector along the beam line. The cut on
DOCA ranges from 4 to 12 mm, depending on the parti-
cle momentum. Tracks associated with a secondary ver-
tex are not used. Figure 9 shows the m+m recoil mass
distribution resulting from this inclusive analysis.

C. Y(3S)-+m.+g T( 1S)

Figure 10 shows the exclusive and inclusive m+m

missing mass distributions in the Y(1S)mass region. For
the (Y3 )S~m+nY(15) deca. ys . the faster of the two
pions has momentum between 425 and 740 MeV. For the
exclusive analysis, we require the DOCA of this pion to
be less than 2 mm. Table II shows the total number of
events found in the peak, reconstruction efficiency, and
branching ratio for the modes studied.
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FIG. 10. (a) Y(3S)~m'~ Y(1S) missing mass peak in the
exclusive mode with basic track quality cuts applied to the pion
with momentum between 425 and 740 MeV. (b) Inclusive ~+~
missing mass distribution in the Y(1S) mass region (note the
suppressed zero in this plot).

Figure 11 shows the ~+~ invariant mass distribution
for events in the peak region. The simultaneous fit of the
exclusive and inclusive data sets to Eq. (6) gives a y /(de-
gree of freedom) of 222/30. The simultaneous fit of the
exclusive and inclusive data sets to the Moxhay model
gives a y /(degree of freedom) of 32/29, with
Re(B/A ) =0.097+0.006 and Im(B/A) =0.284+0.003
[see Eq. (7)j, consistent with the values obtained from the

transitions. Another hypothesis to explain the two
peak structure of the Y(3S)~a+~ Y(lS) invariant
mass distribution is the coupling of one of the pions and
the Y(1S) to form a resonance. This can easily be tested
by examining the invariant mass of the AY(1S) system.
Figure 12 shows the Dalitz plot of Y(1S) sr+~ events.
There is no indication in the Dalitz plot of an Y( lS)~
resonance.

D. Y(3S)-+m+m Y(2S)

Figure 13 shows the exclusive and inclusive m+vr

missing mass distributions in the Y(2S) mass region. To

reduce background levels in the exclusive missing mass
distribution we require the opening angle between the
pion system and the nearest lepton to be greater than
0.15 radians and the quadratic sum of the impact param-
eters relative to the beam to be less than 2 cm. Figure 14
shows a candidate Y(3S)—+m. +m Y(2S), Y(2S)~e+e
event. Table II shows the total number of events found
in the peak, reconstruction efficiency, and branching ratio
for this mode.

Figure 15 shows the invariant mass spectrum for pions
from Y(3S)~sr+~ Y(2S) decays. The simultaneous fit
to the exclusive and inclusive data sets with Eq. (6) gives
a y /(degree of freedom) of 20/20.

E, Y(3S)—+Y(2S)+X,Y(2S)—+m+m Y(1S)

The Y(2S)~m+vr Y(1S) branching ratio and m+rr

invariant mass shape are already well measured. We
therefore use the observed Y(2S)~rr+vr Y(1S) decays

TABLE II. Branching ratios for ~+~ transitions.

Decay

Y(3S)~~+~ Y(1S)

Mode

Excl.
Incl.

Event count

424+21
11405+440

Efficiency (%)

39+2.2
58+4

Branching ratio (%)

4.7+0.2+0.5+0. 1

4.4+0.2+0.4

Y(35)~~+~ Y(2S) Excl.
Incl.

55+8
925+75

8.9+ l.2

7.7+1.8 2.7+0.2+,",

Y{3S)~Y{2S}+X Excl ~

Incl.
150+13

4475+440
35.0+2.2

52+4
10.0+0.9+1.0+0.5

10.5+1.0+1.1+0.5
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FIG. 11. m+m invariant mass distribution of pions from
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also shown. The points in the inclusive distribution have been

slightly offset from the exclusive points for clarity.

FIG. 13. (a) Exclusive ~+a. missing mass distribution in the
Y(2S) mass region. (b) Inclusive a+m missing mass distribu-
tion in the Y(2S) mass region.

to measure the branching ratio for Y(3S}~"f(2g}+X
where X is either n. +n. , m m. , or yy. Figure 16 shows
the exclusive and inclusive missing mass distributions.
To reduce background levels in the exclusive missing
mass distribution we require the quadratic sum of the
DOCA of the two pions to be less than 1 cm and the
opening angle of the pion pair to either lepton to be
greater than 0.15 radians. The width of the
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FIG. 12. Dalitz plot for Y(3S)~a+m Y(1S) decays (two en-

tries per event). The mass squared of Y(1S)n. system is plotted
against the mass squared of the m.+m system. M& was calcu-
lated with the pion momenta only because the measurement of
the pion momenta is superior to the momentum measurements
of the much faster leptons.

FIG. 14. A candidate Y(3S)—+~+~ Y(2S), Y(2S)—+e+e
event. The measured particle momenta (without dE!dx correc-
tion) are also displayed. Note how little the slow pions
penetrate the main drift chamber.
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also shown. The points in the inclusive distribution have been
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FIG. 17. ~+~ invariant mass distribution of pions from
"f(2S)~m+m Y(1S) decays. A simultaneous fit of the ex-
clusive and inclusive distributions to the equation (6) is also
shown. The points in the inclusive distribution have been
slightly offset from the exclusive points for clarity.

Y( 2S)~m+n Y(1S. ) peak is Doppler broadened relative
to the Y(3S) +m+n Y(1—S) width since the Y(2S) is
recoiling against X in the Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X decay. We
tested the sensitivity of the area measurement to changes
in the fitting functions (e.g., sum of two Gaussians) [37].
The resulting systematic error is shown in Table IV

20
(0)

below. Table II shows the total number of events found in
the peak, reconstruction efficiency, and branching ratio
for this mode.

Figure 17 shows the m. +~ invariant mass distribution
for events in the peak region. The simultaneous fit of the
exclusive and inclusive data sets to Eq. (6) gives a X /(de-
gree of freedom) of 15/18.

F. Branching ratios for m+~ transitions
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Table II shows the event count, efficiency, and branch-
ing ratio for Y(3S)~Y(1S)m+n, Y(3S)~Y(2$)m. +m.

and Y(3S)~Y(2S)+Xdecays for exclusive and inclusive
final states. The exclusive efficiencies include trigger
efficiencies and a factor of 0.611 from the ~cos8&~ (0.7
cut. The third mode listed is derived from the cascade
decay Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X, Y(2S)~sr+~ Y(1S). We as-
sume e-p universality and 8(Y(2S)~rr mY( 1S)).
=

—,'%(Y(2S)~m+m Y(1S)). As with the a m transi-
tions, the following branching ratios were used to calcu-
late the branching ratios in the table:

%(Y(1S)~p+p )=(2.48+0.06)%,

0
9.965 9.985 Io.005

m (~+~-) (GeV)

I O. 025 I0.045
%(Y(2S)~~+m Y(1S)) = (18.5+0.8)%,
$(Y(2S)~p+p ) = (1.31+0.21)%,

FIG. 16. (a) Exclusive ~+m. missing mass in the
Y{2S)~~+77 f(1S) region. (b) Inclusive ~+~ missing mass
distribution (note the suppressed zero).

and

$(Y(2S)~y'yY( 1S)) =(3.8+0.7)%
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The first and second errors on the branching ratios in the
table are the statistical and systematic uncertainties re-
spectively. The third error in the branching ratios comes
from the uncertainties in the leptonic branching ratios of
the Y(1S,2S) andS(Y(2S)~n. +m Y(1S)).

G. Determination of relative branching fractions by scanning

The low background on the exclusive Y(2S)
~m+n Y(1S) event sample ofFers an excellent oppor-
tunity to study the fraction of Y(3S)~Y(2S) events
which are due to m+m. , ~ m. , or yy decays. This allows
us to almost eliminate the systematic uncertainties associ-
ated with triggering on the events and tracking of the lep-
tons. It also allows us to independently verify the other
CLEO measurements of these decays as well as the
presumption that the ~~ decays are pure I =0. Since the
quantities of interest here are only relative fractions of
the three possible transitions, we do not impose the cosOI*

cut on the leptons for this part of the analysis.
By scanning the event displays of a sample of

Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X, Y(2S)~m+n. Y(1S} events, it is
possible to visually identify events with 1 or 2 additional
slow charged tracks. Many of the events have one addi-
tional track at the kinematic limit for charged pions from
Y(3S}—+Y(2S) decays, while the other pion is too slow to
reach the tracking chambers, as shown in Fig. 18. The
rest of the events with additional charged tracks show
tracks with too low a transverse momentum to give a
good total momentum measurement. Monte Carlo stud-
ies indicate a 95% efficiency for identifying

Y(3S)~~+a Y(2S) events through this scanning ap-
proach.

To determine the number of Y(3S)—+yy Y(2S) events
we again use a visual scan to identify possible candidates.
The eSciency for identifying a yy event candidate from a
visual scan is (84+4}%,where the efficiency loss is pri-
marily geometric. A separate estimate of the number of
Y(3S)~yyY(2S) events is obtained by examining the
photon energy spectrum in the region from 200 to 270
MeV. For increased efBciency and low background we
examine the photon energy spectrum in the energy range
consistent with the photon from the y(2P)~yY(2S)
transition. Only photons that are isolated from other
showers and not matched to charged tracks are included
in the energy spectrum. Figure 19(a) shows the photon
energy spectrum with the corresponding fit to the expect-
ed photon energies. The fit of the photon energy spec-
trum gives a yield of 57+11 yy events. The Monte Carlo
eSciency for detecting the photon of energy 230 MeV in
such events is (67+4)%. The final event count is ob-
tained by averaging the two eSciency corrected event
counts and is reported in Table III. The spread of the
measurements relative to their mean is used as one esti-
mator of the systematic uncertainty.

We similarly determine the ~ m. yield by counting m 's
in our tagged Y(2S)~Y(1S)m.+m event sample. Pho-
tons considered as candidates for n. daughters are re-
quired to have energies between 30 and 200 MeV; at least
one of the two photons must be within the good barrel re-
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FIG. 18. Candidate Y(3S)~~+m. Y(2S), Y(2S)
~m. +m Y(1S) event. The tracks marked m. &+ and ~& have a
missing mass consistent with a Y(2S)~m. +m Y(1S)decay. The
track marked ~~ is presumably from a Y(3S)—+a+~ Y(2S) de-
cay; we assume the other m. + failed to penetrate the beam pipe.
The measured particle momenta (without dE/dx corrections)
are also displayed.

FIG. 19. (a) Photon energy spectrum for events in the
Y(2S)~m.+~ Y(1S)exclusive missing mass peak. The peaks in
the fit have means corresponding to the known photon energies
for the g»(2P)~yY(2S) decays. (b) Two photon invariant
mass in the m" mass region (30(E~ & 200 MeV). Photon candi-
dates are required to be isolated and unmatched to charged
tracks.
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TABLE III. Results of a scan of exclusive Y(2S)~sr+~ Y(1S) events.

Mode

Y(3S)~~+ vr Y(2S)
Y(3S) m ~ Y(2S)
Y(3S)~yy Y(2S)

Efficiency
corrected

event count

63+9+4
37+6+4
90+ 10+6

Relative
branching ratio

1

0.59+0.10+0.07
1.4+0. 15+0.13

gion of the calorimeter. Figure 19(b) shows the two pho-
ton invariant mass distribution. There are 28+7 ~ 's in

the peak. The m. detection efficiency is (42+6)%. For
increased efficiency we do not require both m 's to be
found for each event. Assuming each m in an event can
be treated independently, the number of ~ vr events in

the Y(2S)~Y(1S) peak should be equal to half the
efficiency corrected count of ~ 's. We also identify vr m."
candidates from a visual scan of the data events. Events
having two or more low energy showers with at least two
low energy showers in the barrel are considered m vr can-
didates. The visual scan resulted in a count of 38+6 vr ~
events. The efficiency for identifying m vr candidates
from a visual scan of the event displays is (93+8)%. The
Anal event count is obtained by averaging the two
efficiency corrected event counts and is reported in Table
III.

We have tested the validity of the scan technique using
Monte Carlo simulations of Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X;
Y(2S)~Y(IS)vr+n, with the. Y(1S) decaying leptoni-
cally. To test the objectivity of the scanner, Monte Carlo
events are generated with a mixture of ~+~, vr ~, and

yy that is unknown to the scanner. We find that the
physicist doing the scan is able to correctly reproduce the
ratio of ~i+m, m. m, and yy events in the Monte Carlo
to within 5%. Thus we have attributed a 5% relative sys-

tematic error to possible biases in scanning. Table III
shows the efficiency corrected event count for each
Y(3S)~Y(2S) decay mode and the branching fractions
relative to the number of Y(3S)~a+a Y(2S) events.

We also search for the hb in the cascade transition
Y(3S)~rr+m h&, hb~yi)b. In this search photons are
required to be in the barrel region, isolated, and incon-
sistent with being a photon from a ~ decay. Monte Car-
lo studies predict a resolution of 10 MeV on the photon
line due to detector resolution. The Lorentz boost of the
hb system is calculated from the known momentum of
the two pion system. Knowing the Lorentz boost allows
us to recalculate the photon momentum to eliminate the
smearing due to Doppler shifting. The ~ vr missing
mass spectra are found for 32 MeV wide bins in F.z
(+1.6oz ). F. ranged from 430 to 558 MeV with 8

y

MeV separation between bin centers. Each missing mass
distribution is At to a Gaussian and a third-order polyno-
mial background. The area of the Gaussian is allowed to
float freely, while the hb mass is restricted to be
9.900+0.003 GeV. The Monte Carlo efficiency for these

y events is (26+4)%.
Figure 21(a) shows the upper limit at 90% confidence

level for the product branching ratio for each possible v]b

mass. The upper limit for the product branching ratio,
assuming an i)b mass of 9.44 GeV, is 0.08%. Figure 21(b)

7)()P P
I I I I

l
I I I I

l
I I I t

l
I I I I

H. Search for Y(3S)~~+a hb

We first search for the hb in the inclusive ~ ~ miss-

ing mass spectrum (Fig. 9). If the spin-spin interaction is

solely responsible for the splitting of the Xb(IP) triplet
from the singlet, the mass of the hb should be 9.900 GeV,
at the spin-weighted center of gravity of the yb triplet.
Figure 20 shows the ~+~ missing mass in the region
around 9.9 GeV. The figure shows a fit to a third-order
polynomial and a Gaussian with a mean of 9.900 GeV.
The mean of the Gaussian is varied from 9.89 to 9.91 in

steps of 1 MeV while the width of the Gaussian is fixed at
3.0 MeV. For values of mean between 9.802 GeV to
9.905 the area of the fit is less than zero. At a missing
mass of 9.900 GeV the fitted area of the signal function is
—550+170. We therefore take the number of observed
events from Y(3S)~~+ebb transitions to b.=e 0+170.
The Monte Carlo efficiency is 33%, giving an upper limit
on the inclusive branching ratio for Y(3S)~~ vr h& of
0.18% at 90% confidence level, for MI, =9.900 GeV.
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FIG. 20. Inclusive ~ ~ missing mass distribution in the 9.9
GeV (hI, ) mass region.
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E~ and a missing mass =9.9 GeV. (b) m.+~ missing mass spec-
trum for events with a (450+16) MeV photon.

shows the missing mass spectrum for events with a pho-
ton with energy between 434 and 466 MeV.

I. Angular distributions of ~+m. transitions

In the CESR storage ring, the Y(3S) is produced with
pure transverse polarization along its polarization axis
(here, the beam axis). The subsequent decay,
Y(3S)~m+n Y(1S), can proceed with relative angular
momentum I between the two pions and/or I. of the two
pions relative to the Y(1S). Parity conservation forces
these angular momenta to be either both even or both
odd and Bose-Einstein statistics and isospin conservation
force l (and hence also I.) to be even. We find the decay
angle distribution of the leptons from the daughter Y(1S)
relative to the beam axis, Fig. 8(a), to be consistent with
both I =L =0 and I =L =2 states.

We have investigated the DL wave [38] possibility b-y

considering the distribution of the angle 0, defined as
the polar angle of the dipion system relative to the beam
axis, shown in Fig. 22(a). The cos8 distribution shows
little evidence of being other than a flat distribution.
This indicates that the dipion system relative to the
Y(1$) is dominantly in an SI -wave state. The cos8'„„dis-
tributions (and the cos8 distributions discussed below)
are obtained by fitting the dipion missing mass distribu-
tions from the Y(3S)~a+a Y(1S) transitions for each
bin of cosO' . The efficiency as a function of cosO' is ob-
tained in the same manner using Monte Carlo data.

We have also considered the angle 0*, defined as the
angle between the n. + direction in the ~++ center of
mass and the m. +~ direction of motion in the lab sys-
tem. The cos8 distributions are shown in Fig. 22(b).

FIG. 22. (a) Efficiency corrected distribution of cos8'„,the
direction of motion of the m. +~ system relative to the beam
axis. (b) Efficiency corrected distribution of cosO„*,the ~ decay
angle with respect to the ~+a direction of motion. Also
shown is the fit with an a +b cos 8 distribution.

Performing a simultaneous fit to the efficiency-corrected
cos8' distributions for Y(3S) +n+nY—(1S), .we obtain
an acceptable fit (confidence level of 23%) when we con-
strain the DI-wave component to be zero. We obtain a
better fit for the case where the magnitude of the DI-wave
amplitude is nonzero. A fit with an a +b cos 0* distribu-
tion yields a confidence level of 95% with a =1.24+0.06
and b = —0.49+0. 13 (statistical errors only). The corre-
lation coefficient between a and b is (5a 5b ) = —0.76.

If we assume that the decay is truly SI wave, and any
deviation from uniformity is due to poor detector simula-
tion, this corresponds to an (asymmetric) error of + 10%
in our overall Y(3S)~Y(1S)m+n rate. This error is re-
ported in Table V but is not included in the branching ra-
tios reported in Table III.

For the case of Y(3S)~n.+m. Y(2S), where the pion
momentum spectrum is much softer, we are prevented
f'rom making a statement about any D&-wave component
due to our uncertainty in track-finding efficiency. We
therefore assume that the decay is pure S& wave and
determine the change in branching ratio which results
from "flattening" our efficiency-corrected cosO* distribu-
tion. This introduces an (asymmetric) error of —

15%%uo in
our inclusive and exclusive Y(3S)~vr n Y(2S) branch-
ing ratios. This uncertainty is included in the branching
ratios reported in Table III.

J. Evaluation of systematic errors

To evaluate our systematic errors, we evaluate the
internal consistency of our branching ratios when deter-
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TABLE IV. Summary of sources and magnitudes of systematic errors.

m+-finding algorithm
Event environment
Q (

I'0

e(trigger)
Fitting function
S wave

in model
D wave
&„(p,)

m+~ Y(1S)
(Inclusive)

3.7
8

+10

Y(1S)
(Exclusive)

+10

Y(2S)
(Inclusive)

20
6.2
8

—15

Y(2S)
(Exclusive)

20

—15

mined in different bins of some parameter. The relative
yield between Monte Carlo and data for each transition is
calculated as a function of, e.g. , transverse momentum of
transition pions for exclusive and inclusive events or, e.g. ,
as a function of event multiplicity for the inclusive
events. Fluctuations in the yield over transverse momen-
tum or multiplicity indicate systematic differences be-
tween the Monte Carlo and data. To estimate the magni-
tude of the difference, the yields, with their statistical er-
rors, are fit to a constant value using a g minimization
process. If they are consistent at the ~50% confidence
level we attribute no systematic error to the observed
variations. If the yields are consistent at a confidence lev-
el (50% we add in quadrature with the statistical error
the error required to obtain a confidence level of 50%.
We take this additional error to be an estimate of the sys-
tematic error. Note that this approach gives a conserva-
tive estimate of the systematic error.

For the direct measurements (i.e., all measurements ex-
cept those based on the visual scan), in addition to the
purely statistical errors, there are errors due to uncertain-
ties in track-finding efficiency. We test the sensitivity of
the branching ratios to variations in the tracking algo-
rithm used to reconstruct the pions. There are several
possible algorithms which can be used to determine the
full helical fit to the charged tracks. We have therefore
compared the breakdown in both data and Monte Carlo
of how the three-dimensional fit was actually done. To
evaluate the systematic error, we apply, for both the in-
clusive and exclusive modes, the )50% confidence level
criterion described above, using as input the efficiency-

corrected branching ratios we obtain when we restrict the
type of algorithm which can be used.

For the exclusive case, for which we have made a cut
of (6 tracks in a candidate event, we are susceptible to
cases where the tracking algorithm incorrectly recon-
structs more than six tracks in a true exclusive event. By
examining a sample of seven track events in both data
and Monte Carlo, we have found that this effect contrib-
utes negligibly to our overall systematic error. For the
inclusive case, the multiplicity dependence of the branch-
ing ratios we determine allows us to evaluate the depen-
dence on event environment. Note that the fact that the
efficiency for reconstructing the two pions in the ex-
clusive mode is higher than for the inclusive mode
reflects the greater difficulty of track-finding in a high
multiplicity environment. To evaluate the systematic er-
ror, we apply, for both the inclusive and exclusive modes,
the ) 50% confidence level criterion described above, us-
ing as input the branching ratios we obtain when we re-
strict the allowed multiplicity byte.

To determine the contribution to our apparent
Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X signal from cases where the parent
state is something other than the Y(3S), we have con-
sidered the continuum production of Y(2S) events via the
process e+e ~y Y(2S). We estimate that (2% of the
Y(2S) events studied are produced in this manner. We
neglect this small effect since the uncertainties on the
Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X branching ratios are approximately
15% for both the exclusive and inclusive modes.

Other additional errors we have considered are uncer-
tainties in dE/dx corrections, absolute trigger efficiency,

TABLE V. Summary of branching ratios and rates of ~~ transitions of the Y(3S).

Mode Experiment Branching Ratio (%)
Rates (keV)

Result Zhou-Kang

Y(3S)~
~'~'Y( iS)

Y(3S)~
Y(1S)

Y(3S)~
~ ~ Y(2S)

Y(3S)~
Y(2S)

Y{3S)~
Y(2S)+X

CLEO II
World Avg.

CLEO II
World Avg.

CLEO II
World Avg.

CLEO II
World Avg.

CLEO II
World Avg.

1.99+0.34
1 ~ 8+0.4

4.52+0.35
4.48+0.29
2.75+0.7

1.3+0.4
2.9+0.7
2.1+0.4

10.23+ 1.05
10.9+1.3

0.48+0.09+0.06

1.10+0.09+0.13

0.67+0. 17+0.08

0.70+0. 17+0.08

2.43+0.22+0.29

0.56

0.13+0.07

0.2+0. 1
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number of total Y(3S} hadronic events, and the shape
and parameters used to fit the background functions.
The complete breakdown of systematic errors is given in

Table IV. The entries in the last two rows are correlated
since the D-wave component of the amplitude strongly
drives the pion momentum spectrum. Errors given are
relative errors in percent.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

TABLE VI. CLEO II branching ratios for
Y(3S)—+Y(2S)+yy, n. m, a+a

b (J=2)=1.82+0.47

bye( J=1)=3.73+0.81
6 (J=0)= (0.45

boo =2.76+0.77
bg =3.2+0.8

bg = 10.2%0.9

The experimental quantities we measure for the
Y(3$)~em Y(1$/2$) are the branching ratios, various
angular distributions, and the dipion invariant mass dis-
tribution. In conjunction with the values of the full
width of the Y(3S} resonance [11], the branching frac-
tions can be used to determine the partial widths for the
dipion cascades.

Table V reports the weighted averages of our measure-
ments of the exclusive and inclusive branching ratios for
Y{3$)~m.+n. Y(1S,2S) transitions, Y(3$}~Y(2$)+X
[derived from Y(2S)~m. + m Y( 1S)], and exclusive
branching ratios for Y(3$)~n m Y(1S,2S) transitions.
These results are compared with previous world averages
[11]and the partial rates are compared with those calcu-
lated by Zhou and Kuang [25] who have updated and ex-
tended the work of Kuang and Yan [13] using the gluon
Seld multipole expansion but also taking into account
coupled channel eff'ects. The agreement for
I (Y(3S)—+em Y(1$)) is excellent but possibly accidental
because of the drastic disagreement with the mw effective
mass distribution, as discussed below. The calculated
I'(Y(3$)~em Y(2$)) is considerably lower than our re-
sult, even taking into account the uncertainty of the cal-
culation.

In conjunction with our previous publication on
Y(3$)~yyY(2$, 1$) [39], we have the following mea-
surements.

In the exclusive mode, independent measurements for
the yy, m n, and n+n transitions to the Y(2S), which
we assume saturate the total Y(3S)~Y(2S)+Xrate. We
express the individual branching ratio measurements as
b yy boo, and b +, respectively. b + is from a weighted
average of the exclusive and inclusive measurements.

bx, which is the weighted average of the exclusive and
inclusive branching ratio measurements of Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X.

From a scan of tagged cascades candidates (C) [the
Y(3S)~Y(2S)+X, Y(2S)~Y(1$)m.+n. , Y(1S)~1+1
events], and using b~, we have independent determina-
tions of the branching ratios b, boo, and b +.

We present a summary of these measurements below.
Note that all the branching ratios in Table VI have in
common a relative error of 8%%uo due to the uncertainty in
the number of Y(3S) resonance events. This error in the
event count is not included in the errors reported in
Table VI.

We combine the measurements with correlated sys-
tematic errors separately, then take a weighted average of
these derived values with each other to determine the sin-
gle "best" values for the yy, m. +m. , and n. m cascades to
the Y(2S). The world averages for these transitions are

by~ =4.83+0.76
boo = 1.99+0.43

by =3.38+0.61

TABLE VII. Branching
Y(2$)+yy, ~ ~,~+~

ratios for Y(3S)

Mode

Y(3$)~y'y Y(2$)
Y(3$)~n n Y(2$)

Y(3$)~m+m. Y(2S)

CLEO II (%)

5.02+0.69
2.16+0.39
3.12+0.49

Previous
World Avg. (%)

4.7+1.04
1.3+0.4
2.1+0.4

included for comparison [11]. We assume b, J =0, is
negligible. These are presented in Table VI.

Isospin conservation requires the mm. system to be in an
I=0 state in all of these transitions. The square of the
matrix elements for the ~+~ transitions should then be
double those for the m ~ transitions. The branching ra-
tios also depend on the available phase space which is
larger for the m. m. transitions. The ratios of available
phase spaces (n n /n. +m ) is 1.36 for Y(3S)
—+n n Y(2S) and 1.02 for Y(3$}~m n Y(1S). [The in-
crease in the available phase space is more pronounced in
the Y(3S)~n n Y(2S) because this transition is close to
the threshold. ] Taking into account these phase space
factors, we expect the ratio $(Y(3$)~m n Y(1S))/
$(Y(3$)~m+nY(1S).) to be 0.51, we find 0.4420.07
[the common relative error of 8o//o for the number of
Y{3S) events has been accounted for]. For the ratio
$(Y(3$)~n. n Y(2$))/ $(Y(3$)—+m+n. Y(2S)) we ex
pect 0.68 and the analogous comparison yields
0.69+0.17.

We note generally good consistency between all the
CLEO-II measurements. Taking into account phase
space considerations, agreement with the assumption that
the m~ system is produced in an isospin I =0 state is very
good for both the Y(3S)~Y(2$)n~ and Y(3S)~Y(1$)mn. transitions.

We observe no indications of the h&(9900}, and have
set limits comparable to the CLEO 1.5 limits. We have
also set upper limits for the isospin-violating decay:
Y(3$)~nhb, at a lev. el of sensitivity which is still lower
than model predictions.

We have measured angular distributions of the final
state particles in our decays. The distribution of the
final state leptons in the (exclusive) Y( 3S)
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~Y( IS)tr+tr ~1+1 ~+a sample, where our statis-
tics are the highest, is consistent with being entirely
(1+cos 9&*). This is expected for an S-wave decay, or a
D-wave decay where the component of spin along the po-
larization axis (here, the beam axis) is zero or two. Fur-
ther examination of our data suggests that there may be
partial ~~ waves higher than the S& wave in the transi-
tion Y(3S)~Y(1S)7r tr, as inferred from the helicity
angle distribution of the m+~ system. However, due to
the difficulties in modeling the momentum dependence of
the ~+—detection efficiency and to the ineluctable depen-
dence of reconstruction efficiency on dipion mass, this is
a study which awaits larger data samples for completion.

The dipion mass distributions we observe for
Y(3S)~rttrY(2S) are consistent with the multipole ex-

pansion model where the model purports to be most reli-
able. However the extremely narrow range of dipion
mass in this decay makes conclusions about the shape
rather unreliable.

The ~ m and m+m invariant mass distributions in the
Y(3S)~trmY(IS) transition confirm the double bump
structure that disagrees with the gluon field multipole ex-
pansion model [20,21], as well as the expectation that the
matrix element for a transition with these quantum num-
bers should approach zero at threshold (the so-called

"Adler zero"). This is perhaps an indication that the
average value of Q is too large to reliably make predic-
tions using the multipole model. It finds an acceptable
interpretation in the interference of the multipole expan-
sion amplitude with a simple parametrization (just a com-
plex constant) of an amplitude due to intermediate BB*

states [23,24], However Zhou and Kuang [25], explicitly
calculating coupled channel effects, have shown that this
interpretation is not acceptable, but their ~~ mass distri-
bution disagrees strongly with the data. The dynamics
governing this transition remains a mystery.
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